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THE BODY IN
QUESTION?

my minions tell me work is proceeding 
on acquiring the resources to provide 

me with a new body.
 

however, their designs have not been
 worthy of lord straxus. I am throwing 

down the gauntlet to you! 

build straxus a body befitting the ruler of
 cybertron and I might just spare your life 

when I conquer your pathetic planet!

instructions

lord straxus prefers a 
bi-pedal humanoid form 
and as such an endo-
skeletal frame has
been constructed.

your task is to design 
the outer exo-frame he 
will wear into combat 

and final victory 
against the autobots!



















PICKING UP THE PIECES
This is Optimus Prime, to all our allies, human and Autobot alike.

Chief Medical Officer Ratchet has seen better days. Attacked by the forces of Cemetery Wind and then having his spark 
extracted by the dreaded Lockdown. After my escape from Lockdown’s ship we recovered his spark, and the humans have 
since returned his remains to us. But before we can integrate his spark back into his body we need to rebuild it. Ratchet’s 
extensive medical files will help, but we need you to reassemble the pieces for us.

(Younger humans should seek the aid of an older and wiser human in cutting out the pieces to avoid suffering any damage 
themselves)





















BEASTBEASTBEASTBEAST



BEASTBEASTBEASTBEAST
greetings filthy organic! 

you have the opportunity to help me in my 
efforts to restore purity to megatron’s 

glorious cybertron. we are preparing 
for an assault on the maximals who are 

roaming the planet but those sneaky 
creatures have damaged our computer 

files.

we have recovered some of the data, but 
it has been scrambled. to allow me to 
plan the assault it is important i have 
the correct information. therefore you 

must decipher the names of our enemy and 
the ugh, beast modes they possess.

for megatron! for cybertron!
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hello there! it’s me, best thing about age of extinction 
and greatest bounty hunter ever associated with the 

transformers franchise (editor—are you sure about that?), 
lockdown!

there’s a name that probably strikes a bit more fear into 
your hearts these days.

luckily, i’m a robot who knows how to deal with long 
periods alone when you can’t talk to anyone in a 

different bubble (and by “bubble”, i mean “cage i put them 
in”).

when not ruthlessly hunting down and killing beings for 
money, there are two things i love. singing sea-shanties 
and posing quizzes about the high levels of violent death 

in the michael bay (and that travis knight guy) transformers films.

everyone needs a hobby.

so if you’re waiting for that day you can go outside again and need to pass the time 
and don’t have tiktok (where i’m shanty-down), why not pit yourself against my wits?

LOCK AND LOAD: 
THE LATE TRANSFORMERS QUIZ.

Question 1: Which Autobot was beside himself at the end of the 2007 
film?

Question 2: Bumblebee found which Decepticon to be spineless in Revenge 
of the Fallen?

Question 3: Name the Autobot who developed a split personality in 
Bumblebee?

Question 4: This human tried to tell Optimus Prime “I’m listening” in Age 
of Extinction. Optimus Prime just shot him in the face. Who is he?

Question 5: Despite having died two film earlier, which Decepticon got a 
head start in making a cameo in The Last Knight?

Question 6: When I met this Autobot in Age of Extinction, I took his life 
despite him assuring me “I needed that”. Who is he?

Question 7: You only die twice is something you could say about the 
most indestructible of Decepticons in the film series, but who is he?

Question 8: Everyone remembers Optimus Prime dying in the forest fight 
in Revenge of the Fallen, but which Decepticon is killed first?

Question 9: It was most logical for Optimus and Megatron to team up 
in order to kill which make cybertron great again villain in Dark of the 
Moon?

Question 10: In The Last Knight, Sir Edmund owned a Transformer watch 
that could do with coming out of retirement, who was it notable for 
having killed?

turn the page to find out the answers and how well you have 
done!



ANSWERS

1: jazz.

2: ravage.

3: cliffjumper.

4: harold attinger.

5: starscream.

6: ratchet.

7: megatron.

8: grindor.

9: sentinel prime.

10: hitler.

scores:

1-2 correct answers: devastator’s dangly bits.

3-5 correct answers: half a jazz.

6-9 correct answers: jetfire’s corpse glued to you.

10 correct answers: you get to personally die at my 
hands.


